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the 61-year-old novelist has said her inspiration was the 2003 film adaptation of stieg larssons book the girl with the dragon tattoo, which followed a journalist investigating a decades-old case. the film, starring daniel craig as lisbeth salander, grossed
$us137 million ($190 million) at the global box office and led to a series of books. i have been a fan of the original trilogy since i was a little girl. each book was a thrill, and the trilogy gave me the opportunity to be a part of a story i really loved. the final

book in the trilogy, fifty shades darker, is out today, and fifty shades freed, published last week, follows the story of christian and anastasia. i' m excited about the new story because it is more connected to the original trilogy than the second book.
christian is still in the same headspace as christian grey. he is still the same guy with the same problems but the story will be more personal to him and to anastasia. says jamie king, author of 50 shades darker, "i think we' ve been at the precipice of a
revolution for a long time. it' s been a quiet revolution, but it' s been a long time coming. it's made by women for women and we' re just getting the word out." the christian grey series includes a five-book romance novel trilogy, which also includes fifty
shades of grey, fifty shades darker, and fifty shades freed. in addition to the trilogy, a four-book non-romance collection of short stories called the masters of seduction was published in 2009, and has been compiled together in the masters of seduction

collection. the first book in the series, fifty shades of grey, is the bestselling book ever in north america and europe, and the series has also been published in more than 30 countries and translated into more than 30 languages. fifty shades of grey part 2
author e.l. james recently revealed that the filming of the second film was halted when the director made a costly mistake. she said: "i' m going to be completely honest. we did shoot the second film and we were almost done with it. i' ve been told that
it was a 'budget' mistake but it was a stupid, ridiculous mistake. "the director had gone off to the usa, where he was doing other film. when he came back he found he' d forgotten to sort out the script for the second film. "and i' m not kidding, when he

did sort it out it was literally the most blood-curdling, over-the-top script in the entire world. i thought: 'i can' t be in this film.' "i couldn' t believe that the director hadn' t bothered to write a script for the second film.
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while the books have been on the bestseller lists for almost a decade in the uk, they are only just
starting to break into the us market. the first volume has sold 1.7m copies in the us as of june this

year. the trilogy is also the most-pirated book on the internet. as well as paying for the book on
amazon, users can also download it for free from sites such as freedownloadscenter.com and project

gutenberg. the first book in the trilogy was released in august 2011, and it went on to sell 1.3m
copies worldwide. the second and third books were released in february and june 2012, and sold
more than 4.5m and 3.3m copies respectively. other fanfiction authors have followed in james'

footsteps. the success of the series is largely due to the dark and twisted fiction of an anonymous,
female author who wrote under the pen name e.l. james. the book's popularity has inspired the
creation of "fifty shade" fanfiction, which is set in a world of its own and is focused on a female

protagonist and her lover, whose transformation into a sexually dominant couple is a metaphor for
the transformation of a woman's life as she becomes more submissive to her partner. the success of
the fifty shades led to the birth of an entire genre of adult literature known as mommy porn, which is

often described as a sexual exploration of the female sexual fantasy and the female experience.
contrary to the fifty shades' storyline, the protagonist of the mommy porn is rarely shown as virginal,

but rather as sexually active with many partners, while the male partner is a sexually submissive
man. the genre has also led to a phenomenon known as the fifty shades effect, in which women over

40 are purchasing books and magazines in pursuit of the industry's characters. 5ec8ef588b
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